earlier; I could almost ijj>'*gine myself setting off again to the Return to Academic Julian at the rue du Faubomg St Denis, I did, in Paris fact, passing through the rue du Dragon, come upon Julian's school. But how different from the crowded, noisy, dirty, airless Julian's of the past! The present studios are clean and quiet as those at the Royal College, and by no means crowded. No one shouted at me as I went in; in fact I was received with extreme politeness.
The Quai Voltaire with its old furniture and look shops
1 found unchanged. Unchanged, too, was the front of the
*, Hotel du Quai Voltaire, where in 18971 made a drawing of
the dying Beardsley. Only the old Pont des Arts, with its
iron railing, has teen replaced by a new stone bridge,
I crossed each morning to the Louvre. Here I found many changes, though its long gallery was familiar. Other galleries were new to me, notably those in which are the Carnondo and Caillebotte collections, and the room for the primitives, wherein now hang the Botticelli frescoes. I missed these from their old place at the top of one of the staircases; one used, before entering the galleries, to pay one's respect to these lovely paintings, The great El Greco Crucifixion came as a surprise; a splendid work of imagination and a superb example of painting. Here was an entirely new attitude to subject, form and colour—strange that it has taken so long for artists to discover El Greco's rare genius. What Cezanne' took from him was but a little of his wealth—scarcely more than a surface appearance; his great conceptions Cezanne was not strong enough to steal or borrow. Only an equal can take wealth from a master, as Rubens took from Titian. Who again could borrow from Tintoretto's great painting of Heaven, with its swift rushing circlet of figures? In vain we limit the genius of painting to our ow small conceptions. The energy of great minds makes havoc of theories,
. Then in the gallery where hang the paintings of Napoleon's time, I had to pay tribute to the genius of David, His Sacre k Napoleon is, to my mind, the most imposing com-

